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Abstract 

 Sentiment analysis is a process of analyzing textual data to extract sentiment or feeling of 

textual data on social networks shares by the millions of online people or user’s in the Internet world. The 

current scenario of research in the pasture of sentiment analysis is focused on social network platforms 

like Twitter, Facebook, etc. The sentiment of data is based on the textual data on social networks.  

Sentiment analysis is a procedure to extract the positive, negative or neutral sentiment in the form of 

numeric values range from -1 to 1. It is a sentiment of a user's expression in the form of text about any 

people or product review, etc. The sentiment of textual data is based on the feature extraction of a text or 

content Most of the researchers working on sentiment analysis focus on varieties of features of tweets. In 

feature extraction, we focused on the combined length of token and character in the textual data. In this 

paper, we had collected approximately three thousand two hundred tweets from Twitter and extract the 

sentiment of tweets and count the number of characters or the length of tweets using machine learning 

concepts in python platforms. We proposed a mathematical model to predict a relationship among the 

lengths of textual data or the number of characters in tweets of users and its corresponding sentiments 

using machine learning and linear regression. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 social networks have now become a vast field, in each year’s millions of peoples are joining 

the social network sites and communicate with other peoples by sharing their data, information, thoughts, 

images, etc. Peoples in social network sites use regularly on priority bases due to demand on business, 

political gathering, news, social media, blogs. A huge amount of data per day circulate on social networks 

site like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc. the millions of data, information shared on Twitter, data 

scientist uses these data to their research analyzing these data in different aspects and extract most 

valuable theories for different areas respectively like, business, politics, movies reassess, product review, 

etc. Sentiment analysis is one of the superlative fields that are used to analyze data of social networks [3]. 
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The whole world is changing as demand increasing under the present research. The Internet has 

essentially a requirement of users for a social gathering in the field of social networks. With the 

exponential growth in social network sapplications, people are using these platforms to share their data 

concerning daily issues. Collecting and analyzing peoples’ thoughts toward b movies rating, a Product, 

public services, and so on are vital. Sentiment analysis is a common dialogue preparing task that aims to 

discover the sentiments behind opinions in texts on varying subjects. In recent years, researchers within 

the field of sentiment analysis are concerned with analyzing opinions on different topics like movies, 

commercial products, and daily societal issues. Twitter is an enormously popular micro blog on which 

clients may voice their opinions [2].Opinion investigation of Twitter data may be a field that has been 

given much attention over the last decade and involves dissecting tweets (comments.) and the content of 

those expressions [1]. To learn the method for the execution of sentiment analysis, the challenges that 

accompany it should be well-known. the essential challenges within the method are text mining, in 

opinion texts, lexical content alone will be misleading and tough to investigate in general [18]. 

 

       This paper has dived into sections: Section 2: explores current research work related to 

sentiment analysis on twitter data. Section 3: Collections of data set from twitter on different resources 

and implement using this data for sentiment calculation in python platform.   Section 4 focuses on the 

proposed model using linear regression. Section -5 result-oriented graphs and prediction of our proposed 

method result. Section 6: Conclusion of this paper is based on the result and limitation of datasets. Section 

7: future scope and direction of research related to the developed model based on parameter extracted in 

tweets and reply on any subject or user’s prediction on any particular topics. 

   

II. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH WORK 

2.1 Social Network Analysis 

 The social network is a platform that uses for the user's interactions or communications with a 

totally different view in the current scenario. This type of interaction among online users to share their 

ideas and feeling in terms of text got a lot of attention. Millions of individuals offer their opinion on 

dissimilar subjects regularly on social media like  Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram  It has a number of 

other applications in different filed on social networks for analyzing data from the web that are used for 

the different types of businesses.  [4].  social network platforms like Twitter could be a rich source of 

concerning people’s opinions and extract their opinions for sentiment analysis [5]. For each tweet, it's 

necessary to find its sentiment and see the sentiment are positive, neutral or negative. Another challenge 

with twitter is barely a hundred and forty Characters square measure the limitation of every tweet that 

causes individuals to use phrases and words that don't seem to be in the language process. As of late 

Twitter has stretched out the content confinements to 280 characters for each tweet. 

  2.2 Sentiment Analysis on Twitter 

 Twitter might be a rich stage to discover concerning People's assessments and feeling 

identifying with the equivalent or various points as they will convey and impart their insight effectively 

on the informal organization just as Face book and Twitter. There are comparable or various points of 

assessment arranged application frameworks that plan to remove individuals' suppositions identifying 
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with various or similar themes. Twitter is a small-scale blog that processes to generate tweets by the users 

that are interacted with their users or clients or other systems [17]. Twitter has in excess of 313 million 

unique customers. It is adding thousands of users per day [18]. The sentiment-based systems have several 

applications from business to social sciences [5]. In as of now, informal communities, especially Twitter, 

contains small messages and others could utilize entirely unexpected words and truncations utilized on 

interpersonal organizations [6]. It is trying to remove their supposition by momentum process frameworks 

essentially, along these lines a few specialists have utilized deep learning and AI with machine learning 

system to concentrate and mine the extremity of the content [4]. Sentiment analyses for brief texts like 

Twitter’s posts are difficult due to the length of tweets are restricted in the twitter platform. This is paper 

we tend to analyze the length of tweets posted by users on twitter. 

2.3 Approaches of Sentiment Analysis on Social Network 

 In the Natural language processing environment (NLP), the sentiment analysis covers 

miscellaneous phenomena regarding how data about emotion, sentiment, opinion, and social identities is 

conveyed in language [7]. Many tasks consider a multi-directional model in which sentiments are defined 

on a polarity basis like positive, negative and neutral. [8]. The foremost application is predicting the 

polarity of reviews like products, movies, and comments related to any opinion, company, and service 

reviews [1]. We take the concept of the assumption made in the sentiment analysis on social networks in 

the previously developed model. But our focus is on the sentiment of user’s post or twee user’s which has 

some effect of the sentiment of text in the twitter, and some feature factor of text and their length of 

tweets [9]. This involves many fields like marketing, political election, launching movies etc. [10]. We 

have studied the different procedures, techniques. By analyzing the various methods, we identified 

problem in the field of sentiment analysis that most of the sentiment prediction or calculation based on the 

features of text [11].  Sentiment analysis is mostly extracted from text using the advanced machine 

learning method. Machine learning is an application of Artificial Intelligent [24]. In an Artificial 

intelligent field, Artificial intelligence is a rich field for Machine learning applications [1]. This 

application is used to classified the unstructured or structured data. Especially in the domain of machine 

learning, it has many classification method has developed [25]. The method uses different techniques to 

classify unlabeled data [13]. Classifiers have required test as well as training data. Several examples for 

classification of the structured or unstructured data using machine learning classifiers are known as 

maximum Entropy, naive Bayes and support vector machine [12]. Machine-learning is two types first is 

supervised machine learning and other is the unsupervised learning [25]. Supervised-machine learning 

methods are required to test as well as training data [14]. It is significant to bring up that training data 

used in a classifier efficiently will compose very easier to predict any conceptual occurrence in the future 

[15].  

 Sentiment sentence extraction and POS taggi.ng.It is recommended that each one objective 

content should be removed for sentiment analysis, rather than removing objective content [4].  In our 

study and analysis of various research papers and books, from above study many researchers focused on 

all subjective content and were extracted sentiment for each text in one sentence [4] For further future 

analysis, if we have subjective content then we have the sentiment of all sentences by extracting word by 

word from sentences [4]. Sentiment sentence defines as which contains minimum one negative or positive 
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word.  As formation of sentences, sentences were leading tokenized into separate English words. Each 

word of a sentence has its grammar role that defines the sentences however; the word is employed [4]. 

The role of syntactic is also referred to as the components of speech. English language defines the eight 

components of speech which are referred as the subject, noun, pronoun, adjective word function word, 

adverb, preposition, conjunction, and also interjection [19]. In the linguistic communication process, part-

of-speech (POS) taggers are made-up to classify the words that are supported by their components of part 

of speech. [20].  As we discussed above the sentiment analysis of a sentence  is calculated by some 

function in which the POS tagging has very significant role[4].POS tagger is extremely helpful due to the 

subsequent two reasons:  first is: Words like nouns and pronouns typically don't contain any sentiment 

[22].  The second is: it’s able to filter out some of this type of word in the sentences with the use of POS 

Tagger. From the above discussion, we find a sentiment of words or text  using machine learning 

approach  in three phases  which are positive, negative   or neutral (1,-1,0) [21].but in our proposed 

method we consider  the sentiment of word or text in ranges from [- 1to + 1] using text blob and 

sentiment method in python  programming . 

 

III. DATA SET FOR SENTIMENT EXTRACTION  

       In this paper, we have collected data from twitter by tweepy API. T this API of 

Twitter    used to   data extraction from twitter by utilizing Tweepy provided by twitter itself. The 

guidelines to extract sentiment from tweets are as follows in the process diagram and using python 

Programming libraries. 
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Figure1. Sentiment extraction from twitter dataset 

 

 Collect tweets by downloading the tweets (replies) on followers of any specific user’s on 

twitter. 

 Extract data set form the collected data and used it to prepare the training data set. 

 Removing the stop words for cleaning the tweets using the text blob method. 

 Tokenize each word in the dataset using the regular expression method. 

 For each word, text blob and sentiment method calculate the sentiment of text or subjective 

text according to the rule mentioned in python libraries. 

 

   In this paper, we collected tweets (replies) of the followers of a Public figure 

or Famous personality against the post (tweets) of a Public figure. We collected approximately three 

thousand two hundred tweets on the twitter platform.  All procedure has been implemented using Python 

language on the Jupiter notebook platform. The Jupyter Notebook is an open-source web application that 

permits you to make an offer reports that contain live code, conditions, perceptions and account content. 

Utilizations include information cleaning and change, numerical recreation, factual displaying, 

information representation, AI, and significantly more. first organized all tweets of followers and 

Secondly using function extract the length of the tweets (reply). In the table -1, Abbreviation of SOR and 

LEN are sentiment of reply and length of tweets respectively. 
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3.1 Data Extracted From Twitter  

 

 

3.2   Data cleaning and converting into Words by Implementing   Textblob and 

Re Method   

 

 3.3 Implementation using Python Programming on Jupyter Notebook extracts the length 

and Sentiment of Tweets 
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Table1. Sample of data set having   length and sentiment tweets 

 

 

Figure2.Graph between extracted sentiments and length of tweets 

 

  .  

IV. PROPOSED MEHTODOLGY 

 In our proposed model, we use linear regression to predict the relationship between length of 

tweets of reply and sentiment of tweets. 

 4.1   Linear Regression 

 Linear regression is another technique borrowed by machine learning from the field of 

statistics Regression Analysis is a technique for statistical assessments that empower for the most part of 

two things:  

•  Narrative: To establish a Relationship between    dependent and independent 

variables can be statistically depicted the strategy for linear regression analysis [23] . 
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•  Opinion: The estimations of the dependent variables can be approximated from the 

experiential estimations of the independent variables [23]. 

4.2 Mathematical Representation of Linear Regression: 

 Linear regression is a straightforward way to deal with supervised learning. It accepts that the 

dependence of Y on X1, X2,......................Xn is linear. The facts confirm that the regression function is 

never straight. Linear regression always uses a single predictor for establishing a relationship. Let X We 

accept a model Y = β0 + β1 X + ε where β0 and β1 are two unknown constants that contain the intercepts 

of y-axis and tangents from the origin and it is also known as coefficients or parameters, and ε is the error 

notation term, where ε nearly belongs to N (0, σ2).  

  For the given few estimated values β0   and β1 for the proposed model coefficients, we 

forecast sentiment with the equation Y = β0 + β1 x, where y point to a forecast of Y on the origin of X = 

x. It can be shown with some algebra and calculus that this occurs when β0   and β1 take the following 

values: 

 

 β0 = ϓ1- β1 X1.                β1=      (Xi – X1) (Yi –Y1)/ (Xi – X1)2  

 

 The objective of this research paper is to analysis of data set from this model predict the 

relationship between the length of tweets and their sentiments [24].  As previous research work has been 

carried out by using Naive Bayes and Random Forest algorithm to classifying the tweets to estimate the 

sentiment of the user’s tweets on Twitter [23]. For our model we did sentiment analysis using Textblob 

function in the python platform and make a list of the sentiments for the corresponding user’s tweets. 

Regression method is used to make the prediction model [23]. The results of sentiment analysis are used 

to predict the relationship between its lengths to sentiments. Our experiment shows to predict the relation 

by taking data set from previous sentiments of tweets and its corresponding lengths.  

 In this mathematical model, our assumptions for this model are as described: taking the length 

of tweets and sentiment of tweets are dependent and independent variables respectively. By using 

Machine learning algorithms to build a mathematical model, first, we trained this model using training 

data. Secondly, we apply a linear regression methodology to our text data to analyze data set to predict 

the desired level of result for future perspectives.  In python, we implement our method by calling the 

linear regression model for the training and test data set. Test whether our result is related to both 

parameter sets or not. The implementation of linear regression based on the length of tweets and 

sentiment of tweets is as follows. 

 

Figure3. Importing the dataset and extract dependent and independent variables 
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Figure4. Linear regression implementation using correlation map and prediction the test 

set result. 

 

Figure 5. Visualizing the training set results 

 

figure6. Showing the residuals results as error in calculation 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 The objective of this research paper is to represent a review of previous work related to 

sentiment analysis on the social network using the twitter platform. We focus on Public figure tweets of 

any topic or issue and their follower's responses (tweets) for a particular subject or issue on twitter and the 

length Of the tweets, In previous research on sentiment analysis, it is based on sentiments of users(texts). 

The sentiment of a sentence or content depends on the highlights feature of a content.. Features of text 

have contained many parameters.  As a result features extraction of text depends on different parameters 

that sentiment of a text depends on different parameters. As we discussed above, we have taken a 

parameter length extract from the (tweets) replied by the users.   We proposed a novel mathematical 

model using linear regression and machine learning to establish relationships among the length of tweets 

and their sentiment.  Our proposed model implements linear regression using machine learning 

techniques on the collected dataset over twitter. As a result, our proposed model predicts the relation 

among the tweets' length and sentiment of respective tweets is not linear, sometimes it is linear and 

sometimes it behaves like nonlinear. But an average it is represented a nonlinear graph. This model 

predicts that the sentiment of text depends on many parameters of text; it does not depend on specific one 

parameter.  In the future, we proposed a model, in this model, we find sentiment of tweets before posting 

it on twitter by checking sentiment has positive or negative. if the sentiment is negative, we have the 

option to modified the tweets by using keywords having positive sentiments.  As we analyze the 

sentiment of text depends on features of text having emotions or feeling like keywords or words. Using 

these results in the future, we will develop a game-theoretic model to establish the relationship among 

sentiments of users on social networks like Twitter using concepts of analysis of the social network. 
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